SERENE

SPECIFICATIONS

EQUIPMENT

Length:
 133.90 metres (439' 4")
Beam:
 18.50 metres (60' 8")
Draft:
 5.50 metres (18' 1")
Number
 of
 crew:
 52
Built:
 2011
Builder:
 Fincantieri
Naval
 architect:
 Espen Oeino
Flag:
 Cayman Islands
Hull
 construction:
 Steel
Hull
 configuration:
 Displacement
Air conditioning, Deck Jacuzzi, Elevator/lift,
Gym/exercise equipment, Stabilisers at anchor,
Stabilisers underway, Wheelchair accessibility, WiFi
connection on board

Engines:
 Serene is a twin screw diesel electric run
from 8 x MTU 4000 series using medium voltage ABB
propulsion
Cruising
 speed:
 15
Fuel
 consumption:
 1454 Litres/Hr

ACCOMMODATION

WATER
 SPORTS

Number
 of
 cabins:
 15
Cabin
 configuration:
 14 Double, 1 Twin, 4 Convertible
Bed
 configuration:
Number
 of
 guests:
 24

Tenders
 +
 toys:
 In addition to the exhaustive list of
toys SERENE also boats Helicopter hangar and two
helipads, Internal seawater swimming pool, hot and
cold jacuzzi plus jet stream swimming pool on the
sundeck and pool/helipad on the upper deck ,
Submarine (currently on order) ( and Hanger) plus a
cinema.
Tenders:
10m Pascoe
7.4m Pascoe
9m Southern Ocean ( limo tender)
9m Southern Ocean open
27' sports fishing safeboat
full diving support, compressors, nitrox etc
2 x lasers
Assortme nt of Sea Kayaks
Full range of inflatable toys
water skis
wakeboards
deep sea fishing equipment

Childrens playroom with climbing wall and between
the decks slide.
Childrens playroom with x-box , playstation etc
Full range of guest toys to follow.

Full conference room / board room
nemo room - underwater viewing room decorated in
the spirit of 20,000 leagues under the sea.
This stunning 7 deck vessel by Fincantieri is fully solas compliant and the ideal venue for up to 24 guests to be
pampered in incomparable style by a crew of 52. From the Reymond Langton interior ,to the Espen Oeino exterior
design, SERENE is in a class of her own.
Full description and photography to follow.
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